
VSA 11 (04-25-2016)

ODOMETER DISCREPANCY 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

PURPOSE: Vehicle owners use this form to acknowledge that the odometer information on their vehicle title certificate is 
branded as "NOT ACTUAL" or to request odometer research and process a held title. 

INSTRUCTIONS: Read form thoroughly, then sign where indicated.

OWNER INFORMATION
OWNER'S FULL LEGAL NAME (last, first, mi, suffix) OR BUSINESS NAME (if business owned) DMV CUSTOMER NUMBER / FEIN / SSN

ODOMETER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The federal Truth in Mileage Act Regulations (49CFR580.5, et. seq.) requires that a person or dealer in whose name a motor vehicle 
is titled disclose the mileage when there is a transfer of ownership. This protects both the buyer and the seller. 
The odometer reading provided to DMV for the above referenced vehicle is less than a previous odometer reading for this vehicle.  
Pursuant to DMV policy, the vehicle's title certificate will use the higher odometer reading AND the title will be branded as "NOT 
ACTUAL".  The branding of the vehicle title certificate as "NOT ACTUAL" decreases the market value of the vehicle.  As the vehicle 
owner: (you must check one of the boxes below)

LAST 4 DIGITS OF 
VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION 

NUMBER (VIN)

I accept the "NOT ACTUAL" vehicle title certificate branding with the higher odometer reading and will not pursue changes to 
the certificate's odometer branding. (This option can also be selected if the vehicle's odometer is broken or not functional.  
Selecting this option may possibly void the vehicle's warranty.)
ODOMETER READING FROM SYSTEM: 
(Authorized DMV Representative)

I acknowledge my odometer reading has been recorded as not actual with the higher odometer reading and my title is being 
held. I understand I will not receive a title until I provide additional supporting documentation and research is completed. I have 
been provided information explaining the process. I understand DMV’s review process is final and may result in a not actual 
brand on my title.
ODOMETER READING FROM VEHICLE: 
(provided by Vehicle Owner)

ODOMETER READING FROM SYSTEM: 
(Authorized DMV Representative)

I also certify and affirm that all information presented in this form is true and correct, that any documents I have presented to DMV are 
genuine, and that the information included in all supporting documentation is true and accurate.  I make this certification and 
affirmation under penalty of perjury and I understand that knowingly making a false statement or representation on this form is a 
criminal violation.

VEHICLE MAKEVEHICLE YEAR

DATE (mm/dd/yyyy)OWNER SIGNATURE

VEHICLE TITLE NUMBER
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